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By Way of an Explanation
Welcome to the somewhat renewed Dreamstreets with a somewhat slightly new look
and new purpose. While we will continue to accept and consider locally oriented
literary art, we are spreading our scope into subject matter that might be loosely
considered criticism or, at least, exposition.
Regarding this issue, and beyond what may be obvious for some, our
emphasis is upon cinema, augmented with examples of embedded related videos
including entire movies, as well as the history of venues and establishments, focusing
on Fifth and Shipley Streets and the immediate vicinity in Wilmington. Christian
Wills, who uses the name Anthem, gives us a taste of the cultural vitality
gracing the vicinity currently.
George Stewart has an article about Robert Downey Sr., who had some
local connection. I remember attending a lecture in 1974 at the University of
Delaware during which Downey screened rushes from a production on which he
was then working. George Stewart and I were enrolled in a series of unique classes
on cinema that was part of Winterim at the University. I’ll briefly refer to the same
Winterim classes in my article about Ed Hood later in this issue. While on the
subject, Bill Spurlin, who introduced me to Ed Hood, adds his own take on him.
Also, Spurlin's poetry w a s published in Dreamstreets #3 in 1980 and was
republished in an article about Dreamstreets in the Histories of Newark: 1758 –
2008 published in 2007 by Wallflowers Press.
Of the poets published for the first time in this issue is Ken Ciccolo. After
living in his car while traveling throughout the United States, he settled into law
school, from which he’s just graduated. He hopes for a career in writing to avoid
a career as a corporate attorney. We also include poetry from David
Robertson, including a review of his latest, prizewinning book of poetry.
A note on our cover for the current issue: it is collaboration between local
artist Elby Rogers and myself. I provided the photo, which is of Juanita Dale, who is
one of the characters in my attempt at writing a piece of meta-fiction published in
this issue. The colors and fuzz in the cover is provided by Elby Rogers.
The remainder of the content for this issue of Dreamstreets is self-explanatory.

–– Steven Leech
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES (Please have the courtesy to comply with these
carefully. They are simple and make our job much easier.)
We accept literary submissions in any genre, including criticism, reporting, and
commentary from and of concern to Delawareans and those in the Delaware
Diaspora. We solicit our own visual art. Generally, we do not reprint previously
published contemporary work although one previously published poem in a
sequence of unpublished poems might be permissible; just make sure we know, so
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we can give credit. Our reading periods are now year-round. We tend to publish a
summer issue curated without submissions.
Send up to 5 poems of no more than 5 pages, not including your cover page. For
prose, 15 pages is roughly the limit although more may be acceptable if the work is
exceptional. For criticism and commentary, it’s wise to query first. Begin no more
than one poem on each page and make your stanza breaks clear.
Please send your work to: dreamstreets(dot)press(at)gmail (dot) com AS A
SINGLE ATTACHED DOCUMENT in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx). PLEASE, DO
NOT MAKE US OPEN AND KEEP TRACK OF SEVERAL DOCUMENTS. Write
“Submission” in the email subject heading. IN YOUR SINGLE DOCUMENT, include
a cover page with name, address, phone number, email, and a short bio of 50 words
or less, and indicate your connection to Delaware. Those who need to use snail mail
may address a hard copy of their submission to Dreamstreets Press, P. O. Box 4593,
Newark, DE 19715. Double space prose, single space poetry, use 12-pt Times New
Roman font, and remove extra space between paragraphs. Align text left, except for
special or unusual typography, in which case, we may have to work with you to
render it faithfully. DON'T CAPITALIZE TITLES unless that is your intention.
Simultaneous submissions are fine, but please let us know in your cover letter
if you are courting another and inform us immediately if your work becomes
elsewhere engaged. We reserve first serial rights until publication, when all rights
revert to the author. Our rights include electronic as well as print publication and
magazine re-prints. Please give Dreamstreets credit if you re-publish your work. Our
editorial committee will review your work and get back to you before the next issue.

© Jonathan Bragdon

Click to play in YouTube
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The Groundswell Moving
By David Robertson
Branton Press, 2021

Review by Phillip Bannowsky

Taking account of a long-traveled life can narrow a poet’s perspective, one’s childhood become
an island of Freudian trauma quarantined in sea fog.
The better poets, like Delaware’s David Robertson
in The Groundswell Moving, chart their early lives not
in sea fog but in historical vicissitudes.
I have known David since we were
literary undergraduates, publishing our early
e orts in Venture, the University of Delaware’s
1960s literary magazine. I seem to recall that
his
poems
tended
toward
extravagant
evocations of classical_Greek_characters.
Since then, David has become a fixture in
Newark, Delaware. He is a city council regular
and member of Newark’s Town and Gown
committee. In the mid 1980s, Robertson hosted a
ground-breaking radio program on UD’s WVUD,
Breaking the Silence, a very literate and nuanced
exposition of gay and lesbian issues when there
was a formidable silence to be broken. During
that time, Robertson organized to save the town’s
iconic State Theater, where he was the concessions manager. He founded riends o
ewar , whi h ontin es to ass re that ain treet serves the o
nity as well
as UD students. As well, he and my former spouse Hattie Bannowsky wrote a history
of UD’s Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) for Histories of Newark, 1758-2008.
He has published widely, served as writer in residence at Delaware public schools,
and taught English as a second language at the University of Delaware’s English
Language Institute. The Groundswell Moving was nan ed by an
er in Artist
ellowshi ro the Delaware Division o the Arts and won Robertson a ranton ew
oi es ri e
David and r n into ea h other ro ti e to ti e abo t ewar , and last all,
he presented me with a galley of The Groundswell Moving.
With Groundswell, I see that time has been good to Robertson’s craft. In each
poem, some object or scene provokes a journey through history and memory,
cumulatively evoking a powerful emotional response.
n the rst oe , A ath o he World, a see in ly rando i a e o a wo an’s hands and a cat’s eyes leads to impressionistic glimpses of Robertson’s parents:
O world of woman, where she speaks in both the singular and the plural.
O world of the man, where he speaks in the possessive, laughing.

hat world that Robertson was born into wei hs heavily in When We Went over
rid es Robertson be ins with an i a e o hi ridin with his sister in an e terior r ble seat re e ber those o a ar and wra ed in horse blan ets Daddy bro h ba
ro
ran e
here ollow vi nettes o the stories senti ental to horri
those en
of that WWII generation brought back from Europe. This wider world of consequence is
contrasted with the innocent perspective of the child who sees houses below the bridge
as so s all tho ht
o ld over the with y hands
If Ekphrastic refers to poems about works of the plastic arts, perhaps it can refer
as well to a oe abo t a ovie, in this ase, Wat hin
asablan a
sed to show the
l to y st dents in
ador, witho t ite bein able to sti y its ed ational
rose
o rse, the l
ses ine ato ra hi art aster lly to a e s eel the o osing passions of personal love and political duty:
It’s almost worth it
having all the danger
just to see those eyes glisten again
in the shadow of that hat brim
and hear the song about lovers
and see the man, who has bitten on life
to get a mouth full of bitter pieces,
lift up his head and take his stand
for freedom
arti lar deli a y is he nvisible etter, a ovin evo ation o warti e loss
and its invisibility, which Robertson compares to the disappearance of familiar objects in
the distance. He sets the scene with an interlocutor taking him to look down a hillside
and see where he windin ath, the little ho se are one they s y the water s ed e
where i ers o oonli ht to h the s in o the sand, and there are birds aslee in
the thi et, the sh held in the dar
Then the scene turns to that of a distant war, something also hidden, and the letter
his interlo tor arries, a letter whi h, he insists, holds everythin , all that he needs,
ood and drin
and rest and s nshine and the way ho e
he tone in these oe s ran es ro
ra e l to ritty n rib te to the ne Who
aints o ive, Robertson ens a olo a st oe abo t the lovenian ainter oran
i
shi h , who was i risoned in Da ha and drew what he had seen there
Robertson a lies e hrasti s ill to evo e
i s alette
and still his pale colors do not change
pink of blood drop almost faded from sight,
yellow of sun caught in a bucket of slops,
brown of earth washed from the hands.
The Groundswell Moving is an island of revery in a sea of historical consequence.

Watching Casablanca
by David Robertson
The house lights dim.
The old movie begins.
Here in the darkness, how do you keep
from falling in?
You don’t
as the projector begins its ticking,
as the beam of light takes hold of the screen,
as the blacks and silvers
begin to shimmer
and you don’t want them to stop.
A face more luminous
than moonlight on water
makes you hold your breath
just to see those eyes grow dark and wet
and that great brimmed hat
hold the sun the way clouds do.
You almost forget that a terrible war
is making people stand up and sing:
My country I love you.
It’s almost worth it
having all the danger
just to see those eyes glisten again
in the shadow of that hat brim
and hear the song about lovers
and see the man, who has bitten on life
to get a mouth full of bitter pieces,
lift up his head and take his stand
for freedom.
You ask: Let there be a way out.
Let there be a way home.
and the camera answers you
as it nuzzles her face again
You ask: Let the runway will be clear.
But don’t say goodbye, not yet.
Then you are whispering:
Don’t miss the plane. Don’t miss the plane.
And that luminous face turns away for the last time
and can you believe it?
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Life is something to feel good about
even when it hurts.
It’s almost too good to be true
that you are born to love,
and you can love so much,
that you can walk away from the beating of your heart
for the greater good.
O Freedom,
you say at such a moment,
Here is my heart.
And here where you don’t belong,
here where the house lights are rising
and feet are shuffling around you
and the screen suddenly has gone blank,
Oh, play it again, you say—the lovers’ story,
so you can plan your sacrifice
and the good that will come of it.
If you only had a letter of transit to give up
to save someone
who would smile from under a big hat,
a smile that breaks your heart and saves your life
and you
earned it.
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Book Review

The Future in the Aftermath of World War II
by Howard Hogarth: Pyre Press, 2000
arduous process of perfecting these
“wonder weapons.” Even though time
ran out for the Nazis with these
efforts, they weren’t the only country
in pursuit of them. Two major allies
during the war, the United States and
the Soviet Union, where in hot
pursuit, which could have had the
potential
of
launching
new
geopolitical struggles between them in
the post-war era. The central focus of
Hogarth’s book demonstrates how
potential confrontations were averted.
It happened with the truth, no matter
how earth shattering the truth nearly
became.
In spite of the simmering
animosity for and from Stalin and the
growing suspicion of Stalin’s nascent
paranoia, two of the new U.S.
President Harry Truman’s closest
advisors, former State Department
official George Kennan, and Secretary
of Defense James Forrestal decided not
to be influenced, after some intense
debate between them, by the
perception of Stalin’s intent. Cooler
heads had evidently prevailed.
Howard Hogarth, not only a
student of history but also of
anthropology, looks for similar
occurrences of extraordinary events
like the consequences in the aftermath
of World War II. He finds them in the
unrecorded
histories
commonly

An event in history does not begin
with that event. The stage is set by
what was happening before it and
maybe cloaked with a certain amount
of obscurity and maybe in secret. This
is where Howard Hogarth begins his
narrative.

In the 1930s, Hogarth asserts,
the Nazis in Hitler’s Germany were
seeking “wonder weapons,” including
the atomic bomb, but it didn’t stop
there. Exploring ancient and occult
sources, Nazi sub groups like the Vril
not only explored but also accessed
nefarious elements and forces merely
for the asking, as strange as that may
seem. Luckily, time ran out for the
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breakthroughs in science led to
astonishing advances we enjoy today.
Immediately after the war, with
the founding of the United Nations, a
way was forged to avoid future wars
by encouraging mutual economic
interdependence among nations. It
would,
theoretically,
discourage
territorial claims if equity among state
were encouraged. Hogarth claims this
was a precursor to prepare conditions
is which new relationships with new
technologies could be accepted.
Hogarth suggests, wearing his
anthropology hat, that nations during
unrecorded
history
began
to
experience distress leading to a
decline after their relationship with
their gods had ended. He further
suggests that these relationships
ended quite easily. When asked to
leave, the gods simply did so advising
the populace that they never had it so
good. Hogarth claims this happened
when the Hebrew people wanted a
king to rule them rather than bask in
the security of an omnipresent god.
Finally Hogarth asserts that these gods
are the same entities as today’s
Serpons, or any of the extra terrestrials
like those from the Pleiades or other
planets in the Reticulum star system,
who visit us today. If asked to leave,
they would leave us to our own
devices and keep an unobtrusive and
benevolent eye on us to be sure we
don’t destroy ourselves.
In all the advancements we’ve
made, Hogarth delivers a portrait of
how we may have faired had early
contact experiences been kept secret,
as some had wished. The post war

referred to as myth, in the stories
about relationships with gods and
especially
the
reasons
those
relationships were terminated. It is a
point where recorded history takes
over and where the post war era and
the stuff of myth come together.
Not only had Forrestal been the
first Secretary of Defense, he had been
appointed by President Truman to a
newly formed commission called
Majestic 12, which was founded to
investigate the crash of a craft and
ensuing
encounters
with
extra
terrestrials within the sensitive
complex of the Alamogordo and
White Sands test ranges, the 509th
Bomber Group and the Los Alamos
test facility in New Mexico. There had
been elements of the government, in
their advocacy of the assertion of post
war tensions with the Soviet Union,
that wanted to keep the incident away
from
public
view.
Fortunately
Forrestal’s insistence that the public
ought to know the truth prevailed in
spite of the challenging implications
for religious institutions and the
probable hysteria generated in some
circles.
There had been the difficult
meeting at White Sands in 1954
between President Eisenhower and a
delegation of extra terrestrials from
the planet Serpo from the Reticulum
star cluster. There were the various
technological gifts from them that, at
first, baffled scientists and engineers.
However, they eventually changed
our view of our world. After the
visitor exchange with the Serpons,
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consequences would have eventually
become catastrophic. Hogarth warns
succinctly that if things had been
different, “ . . . [a] dystopic state in
which the future crumbles around our
ankles and presents us with a stasis of
a constant and possibly turbulent
present, sustained with the crumbs of
withheld technologies gleaned from
the secrets spawned during, before
and after World War II.”

arrangement to depend and stake our
growth and future on the petro
chemical
industry
would
have
prevailed. Instead, we now enjoy an
understanding of energy access
provided by the “gods.” We would
have been deprived, or at least been
subjected
to
delay,
of
many
technologies that have brought us
together in peace and relative
harmony. In short, Hogarth asserts
that if we had kept secret the source of
those technologies, our entire future
would have become a secret. The

–– Steven Leech

I Wish I knew the future
I wish I knew the future,
I wish I knew the past.
The world, it keeps on spinning,
And my mind is spinning fast!
I worry every single day,
And it keeps me up at night.
I wait for World War 3 to begin,
Oh, will it come tonight?
The person with the big button
Has itchy fingers, you know.
He thinks the world's a candle bright,
And uses nukes to blow.
To billionaires and trillionaires,
The world is just a game.
They plot and damage history,
'T'will never be the same!
The lives of everyday people
Are meaningless to them.
They want to dominate the world,
And want more even then!

–– Ken Segal
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You’ve seen them in Dreamstreets, now get their books ––

Available from The Broadkill Press - http://broadkillriverpress.com/
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T. M. Hudenburg
archetypal
the escalator you kept in mind
props continually brought up
symbols sent back down
the overactive conveyor belt of dreams
brought up from the deep
when what use—why
after the curtain drops
props rushed back to the bowels
the stage manager seals the cold storage
3am wide awake and no wiser
scratch your head moment
wherefore why we no longer know the way
lose yourself again
wander aimlessly
I must be asleep
you tell yourself again
and again an almost abandoned mine
hear echoes footfalls
blur of steps on the cobblestone
okay—
who else is down here and why
these jagged images could cut a hand
bloodless hands in reflection
someone you once knew perhaps
when wherewithal without forgotten
awaken yourself in a cold sweat
only to try make sense
12

such lucid things
flashing images
content objections no such context
how many personal questions
have you ever asked me
how many lifetimes would it take
in Roman numerals to count to nothing
look up from your bed
actually a leather couch
Freud’s bespectacled eyes
the wise old owl
looming over you
watchful waiting und…
the active body gulps fidgets perspires
Inhales exhales sniffles
all of this
all the while
going back when Virgil allows
the shades will even talk to you
back in Vienna
Fall, a substantial building
along the ring road
his balanced fountain pen awaits
friction so close to the paper
the mount blanc dreams
a bladder
poised waiting waiting to disgorge its tint
demanding tell me tell me more
incessant anticipation encouraging
please more (lurid) details about your
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yes miss naughty
Madame Nazira‘s special deck of cards
the horse-head a star spinning wheel
the hermit the fire the harlot
a wasteland unfolds into sorrowful songs
that world denies you
and we must wait
what was held back in metaphor
meaning if there ever was
one a Jungian menagerie
a zoo where colorful beasts
feign restless sleep by day
but pace throughout the night
and hear best
what we’ve never spoken

Franetta McMillian
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Ken Ciccoli
God is a Black Woman
Her back strong under expectation
Aware of her purpose, she does not give up
God is a Black Woman
Inviting you in for a meal
in a house where all needs are met
God is a Black Woman
With hands shaped to lead and spark growth
With ideas and power and stride
God is a Black Woman
She builds a home for her kids
so they can explore with promise of shelter
God is a Black Woman
Her big eyes see a soul you cannot
Her sculpted arms challenge and keep you safe
God is a Black Woman
With dark skin holding scars of a life lived full
With an inner light that shines through bright
God is a Black Woman
If she touches your hand
Her soul holds your heart
If she kisses your lips
Her mind makes yours dance
God is a Black Woman
With a big smile, long love
and a gently beating heart
If you ever meet God
She’ll tell you her name
and say yours in full
If you ever meet God
Do not shy away
If you ever meet God
Ask her to stay
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Robert Fleming
cat cafés
cup down coffee at cafés
the cat café was hip-hip-hooré
pettin’ persians now passé
feedin’ mice at the owl café
la-di-da now just oké
cafés need a remake todé
feed the $20 meter at the cathouse café
john & ho exchange moné
count the moné?
no just here for the latté
ho hand on john’s panté
unzip john’s zippé?
no just here for the latté
ho and john intercoursé
put condom on john’s pingé?
no just here for the latté
pingé not slide into hoé
squeeze lube on condomé?
no just here for the latté
pingé not hardé
put blue pill in john’s mouthé?
no just here for the latté
health department inspecté
swab the syphilis testé?
no just here for the latté
$20 meter finishé
return coupon to the cathouse café
no coupon finished my latté
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Shipley and Fifth Streets:
Cultural Hub Now & Then
Steven Leech
Ever since those antebellum times, around 175 years ago, Shipley Street in
Wilmington has served as a location for local cultural activity in the city. In
the late 1840s The Blue Hen’s Chicken, a newspaper that published not only news
but also poems and fiction, was located on Shipley Street. Nearby, Delaware’s
first notable literary artist, John Lofland, lived, worked and published in The Blue
Hen’s Chicken. Lofland lies buried at
Saints
Andrew
and
Matthew
Episcopal Church at 8th and Shipley
Streets. Beginning in October of 1866
Wilmington’s daily newspaper The
Every Evening was published in the
building that still stands on the
southeast corner of Fifth and Shipley.
The same building, in the early 1970s
became the locality for the Xanadu
Comic Book store, inaccurately
depicted in the 2003 movie American
Splendor. The building also housed the
Rondo Center and the art studio of late
Wilmington artist Tom Watkins. From
the late 1990 throughout the early 21st
century, the same building housed the
Wild Child coffee house where the
long standing 2nd Saturday Poetry
Readings were held after O’Friel’s
Tom Watkins
Irish ub closed.
One block away, at Fifth and Market, contemporaneous with the
Xanadu and Rondo Center in the early to mid 1970, was Rob Jones’ 5th Street
Gallery, on the second floor of the nearly derelict Queen Theatre. Today the
Queen Theatre, having since been revived, is an important cultural hub in
Wilmington. In a building no longer there, across Fifth Street on Market was
the final location of The Flight Deck, one of the final long standing jazz
clubs in Wilmington before the recent revival of jazz currently in the city.

"#

Back to Shipley Street, in the late 1950s to the mid 1960s, some of the
earliest commercial rock and
roll and R&B recordings were
made on the northwest corner
of Fifth & Shipley Streets, on
the second floor of Knowles
Music Store. Today, Shipley
Street’s
cultural
presence
continues with The Creative
Vision Factory located at 617
North Shipley Street, which
nurtures a new generation of
local artists. One mission of the
CVF is to help beautify
the streets and some of the
buildings of the city.
Inside page from the Rondo Center mailer containing two short film reviews
from George Stewart plus a dinner announcement from Tom Watkins.

"$

From sometime in the mid 1970s, here is a
mailer promoting an event at the Rondo Center
at 5th & Shipley Streets.
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Wilmington:

sion. From the pen to the paintbrush, her artwork
exemplifies everything her poems stand for, envi
sioning every finer detail. She’s contributed much
to the Wilmington art and poetry community in
her pursuit to make her mark known.
oung Seda is an amazing artist and musi
Wilmington is a flower of creativity that buds cal performer. His accolades and contributions to
and blooms within many seasons. As time pass the artistic scene in Wilmington continue to in
es, a new flower is planted, leaving behind art spire those before and after his time. Our shared
ists from a past generation replacing new ones in time began underground at open mic nights
across the city. His
their legacy. Many artists who were raised in
rap album, Stay
Wilmington have contributed various mate
oung
portrays
rials celebrating the city they live in. Others,
themes of child
such as myself, have found Wilmington as
hood dreams and
a welcomed outsider, finding a new home
visions turned to
for expression and creativity. In my time,
a reality. Growing
I’ve seen newfound protégés emerge into a
up in Northeast
lively scene, cultivating their work for the
side Wilmington,
onlookers of tomorrow. My work involves
the young artist
creating a platform alongside these artists,
speaks about the
helping each other thrive in more ways than
harsh culture and
one. Hosting open mics, constructing songs
beautiful nature
and performing in tandem with beginners
of his hometown
and veterans has proven to be a worthwhile
area. His genuine
sensation. As I continue to pursue this feel Young Seda.jpghttps://www.instagram.
nature and abili
ing of creative freedom, I wish to highlight com/adrivibez2.0/?hl=en
ty to perform live
two young artists, each claiming a stake in
have
inspired
many,
old
and
new,
across a pletho
Wilmington’s flower petals of creativity.
Adriana Dumphreys is an incredible visual ra of open mics over the years.
These two young artists come from two
artist and poet. My
sides of the same circle of Wilmington, yet
journey with her
have impacted those within the center of it
started humbly at
all. Those outside of the circle should know
an open mic I host
how creativity, artistic integrity, and original
ed in late 201
ity fuel the livelihood of the city. Across town,
early 201 . Her
you’ll see murals and art exhibits flooding
presence was small
various city blocks, showcases featuring per
in stature, yet her
formers across the east coast, or open mics
passion was large
garnered by community members. Being a
and vibrant. Her
part of the action has helped me gain a better
poetry ranges in
appreciation for the city, its history with the
topics that include
arts, and the people that continue its legacy.
and touch upon
My curiosity and intrigue is what led
her own experi
me to the city and its council of creative indi
ence and sexual
viduals. Walking and talking to those passing
identity as a Black
woman. Through Adriana Dumphreys.pnghttps://www. by, as well as networking with organizations,
each performance, instagram.com/realyoungseda/?hl=en has led me to my humble beginnings in the
arts scene. If you want your start, I’d suggest
I’ve seen growth,
taking that first step forward.
beauty, and strength represented in her poetic vi

A Flower of Creativity
by Anthem
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ROBERT DOWNEY Sr, a prince
without portfolio 1936- 2021

George Stewart

Even when he was a card-carrying member of the countercultural Art scene in the 1960s, Robert
Downey Sr, (a prince), was still a full- blown maverick, a true outsider. While others grew their
hair long and preached peace and love, Bob practiced it even while his films m ade f un o f the
whole naiveté of it all. When he died on October 19, 2021 at the age of 85, he left a legacy of films
that continue to challenge even in this cancel culture age that can't separate satire from reportage,
absurdity from reality and joyous optimism from pedantic nihilism. Like a hot, spicy meal, the
sharp sting of his wit lingers long after his points have been digested.
Downey Sr Samples: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMKzGw12_Fk
1969 saw the first of a trilogy of films. Putney Swope (1969) dared to argue that all men, regardless of race, color or creed, are equally corrupt. Full of racist, sexist and anti-Semitic jokes well before Mel Brooks made
it acceptable—and commercial, his biting satire freed African
Americans from the crystalline shackles of the Sidney Poitier
stereotype. It was a prison almost as demeaning (and clearly
as confining) as Stepin Fetchit's image was a generation earlier. And when Bob showed it as my guest at the Atlantic City
Downbeach Film Festival, it was the Black members in the audience who understood the heart at the core of the film, coming
up afterwards to shake his hand and talk about the film long
after everyone else had left. It was risky to show a film like that
back in 2015; in today's cancel-culture it would not be tolerated or understood. But in 1969 New York Magazine placed it
among its Top 10 Films of the Year and just recently the Library
of Congress added it to the National Film Registry of culturally
important films.
Babo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pzIkSLK7DU
It had all started as a lark back in 1960, when he first began writing and directing basement-budgeted, absurdist films that became touchstones of the then-burgeoning underground
film movement: Balls Bluff (1961), Babo 73 (1963), Chafed Elbows (1965) and No More Excuses (1968).
The last three recently received a major restoration partially funded by Martin Scorsese's film
foundation before being collected in a five-film box set released on Criterion's sister label, Eclipse,
of a decade ago but still available. Two years ago, the foundation began saving his greatest work
Greaser's Palace.
As a writer/director, Bob became a major influence in the still minor underground
film movement, but his style would quickly be co-opted by many in mainstream cinema. His
take-no-prisoners manner of movie making would also become an inspiration to the next generation of outsider artists. Downey created a signature visual comic style, as unique as Richard
Lester's, but where Lester painted with a gentle brush, Downey attacked his canvases with a can
of spray paint and a putty knife. His pacing recalled that of Laurel and Hardy—if they had ever
been directed by Antonioni. His sense of humor was as dark as both Brecht (Bertolt) and Beck
(Julian).
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Pound: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfceSj5koBo
After Putney Swope came Pound (1970), wherein humans play dogs hoping to be adopted
before their time runs out and they are gassed. The film ends with man's best friends riding a
subway car to the afterlife while the Mexican hairless walks down the aisle singing “Just One
More Chance” through a megaphone.
Downey concluded his unofficial trilogy of redemption with Greaser's Palace (1972), an
outrageous restaging of the life of Christ in spaghetti western terms. But where Leone's manwith-no-name was an a-moral avenging angel, here he was a zoot-suited Jesse who parachuted
one day into a dusty ghost town as the world prepares to end not with a bang but a whimper.
This time it was both the New York Post and TIME that put one of Downey's films on its list of the
year's best.
At his best he was a great filmmaker, wildly underrated in proportion to his influence.
But he was also a warm, genial presence to friend and stranger alike, a trait that earned him the
moniker “Guest Without Portfolio” at the Philadelphia Film Festival. At the few instances that
I got to spend some time with him he was always gracious and welcoming to everyone, willing
to listen to the most outlandish stories with a bemused smile and a soft laugh. It's one reason he
was able to get away with some of the most incendiary aspects in his films.
Downey's comic sense was both verbal and cinematic, composing his frames to exclude
information. Only when more is revealed that we discover its true narrative and, at times, philosophical meaning. Case in point, when the prairie woman is digging the grave for her capriciously murdered husband. Suddenly in a tight shot he begins to jerk about as if being resurrected. Only when he cuts back to the wide shot do we realize that the hoped-for miracle is just her
pulling on his legs to drop him in the grave.
Long takes let situations develop their own rhythm of humor. Wide lens alternates with
long Leone-esque telephoto shots distorted by heat while compressing the space. Don't tell Bob
about what it all means; he would only smile, say ok and deny everything.
Downey's take-no-prisoners sense of humor continued cutting a path in Two Tons of Turquoise to Taos Tonight (1975), his plotless home movie/surrealist collage, and a decade later in
Hugo Pool (1997), a film that examines a day in the life of a female pool cleaner in Hollywood.
Rittenhouse Square (2005) was his second teaming with Max Raab, having been a consultant
on Raab's award-winning STRUT! (2003). In between, there were several should-have-beens
or maybe should-not-have-beens, including The Gong Show Movie and Mad Magazine's Up the
Academy. Blame truculent producers and too much coke for the carnage.
In addition to his film credits, Downey also directed episodes of The Twilight Zone (1985)
and adapted David Rabe's play Sticks and Bones (1973) for CBS television. From time to time, he
acted (badly, according to him) and can be seen in blighting up the screen in Boogie Nights (1997),
Magnolia (1999) and Family Man (2000).
His son, of course, is the famous Robert Downey Jr. who revealed that his father (who
jokingly, but accurately, tended to list himself in his film credits as 'a prince') had died after losing a five-year battle with Parkinson's disease.
Even in these intolerant times, Downey's films still have many fans, I among them. Those
with narrow minds and low tolerance for crude humor are advised to stay away. For the adventurous among you, I give the final words to Edward Van Sloan: “Well, don't say I didn't warn
you.
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Two Film Directors’ Stunted Genius
Eric Von Stroheim had a reputation for
shooting long films. He was a perfectionist
for realistic detail, and he strove to tell a
more complete story on film than the Hollywood moguls thought appropriate. In
spite of his brilliant filmmaking, his career
as a filmmaker ended with the silent film
era, but he went on to become a superb actor during the sound era. Two favorite examples are his roles in Jean Renoir’s 1937
film La Grande Illusion and Billy Wilder’s
Sunset Boulevard from 1950, which included footage from Von Stroheim’s 1929
film Queen Kelly. Both Sunset Boulevard
and Queen Kelly starred Gloria Swanson.

senstein. That film was Que Viva Mexico!
Von Stroheim’s Greed was based on the
Frank Norris naturalist novel McTeague.
Eisenstein had made the trip to Hollywood
from his home in the Soviet Union to make
a film during those times of warmer feelings between our two countries generated

Serge Eisenstein

by Roosevelt’s New Deal. Initially Eisenstein planned to make a film version of the
social realist novel by Theodore Dreiser,
his 1925 An American Tragedy. Somewhat
like Von Stroheim, Eisenstein ran into the
Hollywood buzz saw of subterfuge, intrigue and sensibilities reminiscent of Fitzgerald’s final novel The Last Tycoon. This
whole set of circumstances drove Eisenstein to Mexico to embark upon the making of the film Que Viva Mexico! which he

Eric Von Stoheim
I couldn’t help but to notice a comparison of the fate of Von Stroheim’s Greed to
another film by his contemporary Serge Ei2

was unable to complete.
In spite of the fate of both Que Viva
Mexico! and Greed, bowdlerized and
shorter versions of each film were released.
These versions distorted the messages that
filmmakers Eisenstein and Von Stroheim
intended, even though the superior quality of their filmmaking craft enabled the
moguls to use the truncated films to recoup their investments.
About a decade ago a restored version of Eisenstein’s Que Viva Mexico! was
released. This was accomplished because
footage intended for the finished film but
relegated to the “cutting room floor” had
been recovered. Along with notes and
story boards kept by Eisenstein’s associates Grigori Alexandrov and Eduard Tissé, a completed, though not finished film,
was released. Eisenstein had intended
to portray the cultural identity of Mexico
through its history up to and including its
revolution of 1910 – 1920. Only surviving
story boards depicted this latter portion of
the film.

In Von Stroheim’s Greed, the nearly restored four-hour version that was
broadcast on Turner Classic Movies had
also been pieced together from various
elements to demonstrate the filmmaker’s
original intent. Much of the lost footage
was replaced by movie stills. The inclusion
of those stills was enough to incorporate
the subplots that Von Stroheim intended,
which also provided contrasting themes to
a story of the destructive capacity of greed
and the power it inflicts on the downward
spiral of the personal lives of McTeague
and his wife Trina.
Both Eisenstein and Von Stroheim
were pioneers of early 20th century filmmaking. Both had to adjust to the caprices of their patrons, in spite of which both
remained innovators, great stylists of cinema, and uncompromising champions of
progressive causes. Both Que Viva Mexico!
and Greed are well worthy of viewing.
—Steven Leech

from Greed
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My Penultimate Film

Steven Leech

Andy Warhol, in addition to his considerable visual art accomplishments, was among the
early pioneers of the cinema subgenre often referred to as “underground movies.” Beginning in 1963 he produced or directed around 150 movies. He employed a
prominent of whom were referred to as
“superstars,” like Viva, Candy Darling
Joe Dallessandro, Edie Sedgwick, Jane
Holzer, Gerald Malanga, Holly Woodlawn and others. He also employed
many others, among them were Valerie
Solanas, Taylor Mead, Ondine, and Ed
Hood.
Ed Hood had roles in a number
6

My Hustler, and

in The Chelsea Girls in 1966. In 1967 he
Bike Boy, which
also employed the infamous Valerie Solanas
who is best known for shooting and almost killing Warhol.
In 1975 I had the opportunity to use Ed

and Norman Sasowsky during a Winterim session in 1974 at the University of Delaware. After
my old friend Bill Spurlin.

Two memories I have of Ed Hood, who lived in Harvard Square, is that he kept
in the title role. Obviously Warhol demurred.
Having Come and Having Gone

-

bridge apartment using super 8mm
Having Come and Having Gone
has had only one public viewing, and
that was during the Delaware Art Museum’s DREAMSTREETS: Art in Wilmington 1970 – 1990 exhibit in 2015.
cal score by local composer and musician Paul Woznicki accompanied it for
this single public viewing.
lection of the University of Delaware’s Morris Library.

6

I Was Thinking of Ed
Bill Spurlin
Although the remark of Tacitus about Gaius Petronius that "...by his dissolute
life he had become as famous as other men by a life of energy, and that he was
regarded as no ordinary profligate, but as an accomplished voluptuary," might as
well apply to Ed Hood, Ed is not remembered today, to the extent that he is
remembered at all, for his saturation with alcohol and drugs, pursuit of teenage boys
and kleptomania, but as a teacher; a declaimer in deep mellifluous tones of eternal
poetic and philosophic truths; an actor in Andy Warhol films; and a kind and patient
friend.
In "Wild Child" (from his 1972 debut solo album), Lou Reed writes, in the last
of his four vignettes of his friends from the Warhol circle of the 60's:
"I was talking to Ed who'd been reported dead by mutual friends.
He thought it was funny that I had no money to spend on him.
So we both shared a piece of sweet cheese
And sang of our lives and our dreams
And how things can come apart at the seams..."
And certainly Lou Reed was not the only one of Ed's friends who was
resigned to, and expected, his early death - I lived next door to him in Cambridge,
was in his apartment often and noted the daily gallons of wine consumed with
fistsful of uppers and downers and the continuous procession in and out of his
bedroom of young men recently released from reform school or jail.
Ed disappeared one day. Instead of partying and deep, intelligent talk, there
was silence next door. Somehow I found out that he had been committed to, or
perhaps signed himself into, the detox at Mclean Hospital in nearby Belmont. I went
to visit him. We sat in an area used for meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous. The
high wall behind Ed's chair was draped with a number of tobacco stained AA
banners: "First things first." "One day at a time.” "But for the grace of God." I had
never seen Ed so diminished, quietly slumped in his chair. He had been expelled
from the PhD program at Harvard for shoplifting from the Harvard Coop. His
Warhol Superstar career had ended six years previously. He was banned from his
mother’s home in Birmingham; surviving on the small remittance she sent him
monthly. And now drink had turned on him.
Ed arrived in Cambridge to enter a doctoral program at Harvard in 1959 from
the University of Minnesota, where he had earned his Master’s degree in one year
and is alleged to have had sex with every member of the student theatrical troupe.
Twenty-three years old, energetic, gregarious and very queer, he soon became part
of, if not the center of, a circle of Harvard dropouts, recent graduates, fops and
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Harvard Square hangers-on including, by 1963, Ed Hennesey and the notorious
Chuck Wein and Edie Sedgwick.
It was the winter of 1965. Twenty-six year old Chuck Wein, blond, slick,
literary and ambitious, moved with Edie Sedgwick from Cambridge to New York
City. Chuck was well spoken and well dressed, not a fop like Hennesey, but dressed
to impress; to show off his good looks. With one pocket stuffed with money he had
won betting on the horses at Aqueduct and Belmont Park and the other with illegal
drugs, he came attached to his ticket to fame, the most famous of the Cambridge
imports to NYC, the startlingly attractive and apparently ingenuous Edie Sedgwick.
Andy, who was used to his hangers-on being broke and drug-less, and who
immediately recognized Edie as a potential Superstar, fell for them both, and
brought Chuck and Edie into the center of his circle within days of their introduction
in January 1965.
The films began immediately. “Poor Little Rich Girl,” and “Inner and Outer
Space,” starring Edie, belong to this
period, along with several other less
known Warhol films.
That
summer
Chuck
proposed a movie project to Andy “My Hustler,” written for Ed, whom
Chuck remembered well from the
Cambridge scene and admired for
his unmatched vocal tone and
loquacious wit. This film was to
have
structure:
plot,
camera
movement, editing - very unlike
several of the more famous Warhol
films to that date, e. g., the eight
hour long, fixed-camera “Empire,”
and five hour “Sleep,” although the
early Edie films, particularly the
dual-screen “Inner and Outer
Space,” are far from static.
The film that resulted, a
collaboration
between
Andy
Warhol, Chuck Wein and Paul
Morrisey, co-starring Paul America
and Ed Hood, was produced at a
rented cottage on Fire Island over
Labor Day weekend in 1965 for a
cost of $500.
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Filming was delayed for hours by the unresolved argument between Chuck
and Andy over how much camera movement, if any, there was to be. Finally, after
Chuck began lacing drinks with LSD, Andy gave in and the filming of “My Hustler”
could begin with Andy behind the camera and Chuck directing. There was no
script. Paul Morrisey was present but did not direct or produce. Chuck gave an
outline of the plot, basic direction with hand gestures and encouraged the cast to adlib. Ed was one of those not tripping on LSD and was able to provide some support
to the other actors, particularly the lovely Genevieve.
“My Hustler” is a timeless piece of Americana that cuts across social classes.
There are few clues about its date - the dial-a-hustler plot device could easily be
eliminated without detriment to the film - it could be last summer, or seventy years
ago. Ed Hood is arch, infuriating and very funny. Although, as he says in the film,
he is very well educated, he quotes Dante in a disjointed way, combining the initial
lines of the Inferno with lines 47-48 of Canto XX of the Paradiso, and appears to
believe Kali is a Syrian goddess, Blame it on the alcohol. He is a compelling old
dominator at 29, the same age as the Sugar Plum Fairy character (Joe Campbell).
“My Hustler” was the first Warhol film to make any money, grossing over $4,000 in
its first week at the Filmaker’s Cinematheque, and went on to be shown in seedy
theaters all over the country. It was withdrawn from distribution, along with all the
other Warhol films, by Andy in 1976, but pirated versions can be found on the
Internet.
After a few more cameo appearances in Warhol films (alongside Patrick
Fleming in “Chelsea Girls”; with Donald Lyons in “Restaurant”) the screen lost a
great character actor when Ed retreated to, or was retired to, Cambridge to pursue
his PhD, boys and Gallo burgundy. Ed didn’t have the money to stay in the
Americana or even the Chelsea for very long. And although self-destructive, he
could not keep up in that respect with the New York crowd.
Behind Ed’s Warhol Superstar bravura there was a very human, likable and
approachable young man. I say young, although everyone who knew him refers to
him as old, even then. I first met him when I was 25 and he was 34. Of course there
was always an ambiguity in his relationship with me - there is a sexual component
to every human relationship after all, and in Ed’s case that component was never
very far beneath the surface, but when Ed first met me and saw that I owned a
couple of boxes of books, and that most of those books were works of literature, his
attitude towards me changed. He started to make time for me in the afternoon,
before his boyfriends started showing up and before the Gallo began flowing. Ed
had four thousand books crammed into his small apartment, mostly organized on
shelves. He began, patiently but insistently to try to correct some of the deficiencies
in my inadequate education.
And of course I tried to help Ed. For example, his telephone had been cut off
for non-payment. My attempt to help with that and much else is detailed in my
blog, https://bspurlin.wordpress.com/ed-hood .
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Ed was a Momma’s boy from Birmingham, Alabama. Although one might
infer from listening to him that he originated from a columned plantation
surrounded by Spanish moss from the veranda of which one could still faintly hear
the darkies crooning, some Internet sleuthing reveals that he grew up on a rather
average, comfortable suburban street in a house with a yard, and that his father was
a successful contractor. The death of the father, also named Edward Hood, in 1958
coincides with Ed’s gala year at the University of Minnesota. Ed Hood, Sr., who had
earlier attempted to curb his young son’s homosexual tendencies by sending Ed Jr.
to military school, evidently became aware of his son’s flamboyant coming out,
attempted, unsuccessfully of course, to intervene, and died of mortification
combined with a massive heart attack soon after.
Ed’s mother, Myrtle Thomas Hood, was left with her only son.
Unfortunately Ed’s visits home after his father’s death began to be interrupted by
encounters with the Alabama police, who viewed Ed’s drunk driving, shoplifting
and associations with teenage boys as possibly criminal in nature. Although by
virtue of his family’s respectable status he avoided prison time, Ed became persona
non grata. His mother, who loved him dearly, paid him a small remittance, the
unspoken condition of which was that he not come home.
It would be well to record that Ed passed from our view peacefully,
surrounded by his friends, if such were the case. Some say a drug induced seizure,
some say strangulation by a boyfriend, others assert some other form of foul play
did him in. I have not yet seen the death certificate. Another mystery is the late
connection of Ed with his mother. Myrtle died in Cambridge in 1981, a year before
Ed. How she came there from Alabama is unknown to me, as are the circumstances
of her demise.

Copyright © 2022, William J. Spurlin. All rights reserved.
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Happily Ever After
Steven Leech
Scene 1 – October
Stuck in celluloid that product of cotton boiled down harvested by sharecroppers
and peonage into images of Thomas Dixon Jr. Birth of a Nation product of Jim Crow.
Everyone reading The Masses. Such was the movie into which I walked into the
Modernist Era, and Wobblies, the Armory Art Exhibit on the ledge of war fueled by
the Industrial Revolution robber barons capital.
You can’t smell the carbolic acid permeating Petrograd in celluloid. The
Bolshevik Revolution had been successful manifested by cultural advances, split the
bicameral backwardness of 19th century thinking and got with the truth of the
Industrial Revolution and sniffed out the fish between the thighs of our muses.
The golden statue of Alexander III toppled piece by piece by chains masses
February 1917 Kerensky ghoul of The Great War slaughter of downtrodden still in
War and Hunger. At the Finland station April 3rd Lenin arrives sweep over the
multitudes of cheering faces pawn played by German imperialism. Trotsky
galvanizes the forces of Revolution in face of machine guns. Drawbridges raised
attempting to cut off factions. A dead white horse dangles. Cut Petrograd into pieces
and drown the Truth with river of counter-revolution.
I, Efram Léchage, among them smelling no carbolic acid, no boiling cabbage
and potatoes, no strong Balkan tobacco, only pure image flashing in black and white,
and red in consciousness.
In Serge Eisenstein 1928 movie October anonymous faces in anguish and joy,
angry and determined, comic and sublime, without names but for Kerensky, Lenin
and Trotsky who represent factions of faces among marble statues presenting truth
and stasis.
Elements for preliminary plot for next movie:
• John Reed returns from the Mexican Revolution to hometown of
Seattle Washington, meets Louise Bryant.
• Reed and Bryant go to New York City and join the Modernist
Movement, where they meet Eugene O’Neill, Harry Kemp, Emma
Goldman, Max Eastman and others.
• John Reed travels to St. Petersburg Russia to write about
the Bolshevik Revolution, Ten Days That Shook the World.
• Fanny Kaplan wounds Lenin in assassination attempt August
30,1918. Attempt to remove bullet in Lenin’s neck leads to
series of strokes.
• Yakov Sverdlov dies from the flu March 16,1919.
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• John Reed dies October 17, 1920.
• Lenin dies May 26, 1922. Successors are Zinoviev, Kamenev,
and Stalin.
• Mussolini assumes dictatorship in Italy January 3, 1925
installs fascist regime, a martial form of Capitalism, and a
bulwark against the perceived threat from the ideology of
Marxism.
• Trotsky expelled from Soviet Union February 1929. Exiled to
Turkey. He’s on the lam while Europe crumbles. Harry Morgan
stumbles into Spanish Civil War. Encounters arms dealer Rick
Blaine.

Efrem Léchage stepped out of that movie and headed for Hollywood stalking Alisa
Rosenbaum all across Europe and the Atlantic, all across the U.S.A to Hollywood. He
hungered after that Russian babe on the lam from Stalin and his perverted spin on the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat. Wow those eyes grown wide after she changed her name
to Ayn Rand to gain attention in white blaring anti Semitic D.W. Griffith blackface
Birth of a Nation. Torn between D. W. Griffith, who had studied Eisenstein’s cinematic
methods, and Cecil B. deMille, where his obsession for Ayn Rand’s image of her pussy,
its curves and bulge he could not see, drove him. But it led to nothing. She became an
extra and script girl for deMille’s King of Kings and Efrem Léchage’s obsession made
him fade to black like the end of a scene. He became nobody, black on the outside and
white on the inside. He wanted to be lynched like those he saw in the postcards he
collected. Then the white inside flashed into light bright as the carbon arc for the
projection of moving images. Efrem Léchage’s face was invisible except to the soul, no
eyes to see except through a lens. What goes in is what comes out. His psychological
growth stunted by trauma of the 20 century makes him a cosmic child that grew only to
see the stars inside himself and in others free flowing and growing into expanding
consciousness of the cosmos, and in cinema the light from all stars collapse into images
from other worlds. Everything he sees is timeless. Like cinema. Watch anytime.
th

Scene 2 – Harry Never Died
Harry Morgan came out of the pages of the Caribbean, refugee from the Spanish
Civil War, carrying booty human and otherwise for fascist infected detritus of
capital hither and nil. Barely knowing what side he was on he always strove to do
the right thing when it came right down to it.
His buddy Eddy punch-drunk most of the time slept on board The Queen
Conch dreaming up stupid questions he thought clever. Harry used to charter city
slickered fisherman like this chump named Johnson lookin’ to hang a marlin over
the mantelpiece to show what a salty dude he was to the ladies and the queers. It
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was all a front for the pages, then for the invisible flicker of frames in front of the
constant carbon arc lamp glare of intense light.
Harry loved his Thompson just as Ernest did. Spat out those .45 caliber
rounds out so exquisite. He hung out at the Pearl of San Francisco Café in Havana
‘til just before the Nazis permitted the Vichy to take over the colonies like
Martinique and Casablanca. Harry moved to Martinique with Eddy and silent
partner Bill Faulkner.
“Did you ever get bit by a dead bee?” Eddy asked, Bill the silent partner
whispered in his ear in a dream off screen. The only one who made the right answer
was Marie Browning who showed up at the Marqui Hotel broke, cut short on funds
back from Rio. Young but savvy and a good pickpocket lifted Johnson’s wallet clean
and sneaky. Good thing Harry had a sharp eye, and bad that Johnson was gonna
skip out on him.
Harry caught her called her Slim and nearly squared it with Johnson but
Johnson got shot dead by the Vichy gendarmes hangin’ Slim and Steve, who she
called Harry, out to dry. She never called him Harry didn’t like the sound of it too
many syllables. Who was Steve, could have been her lost soul mate? Harry had not
died only reincarnated. You can do that in the movies. Then the gendarmes
unfastened them from their earthly possessions of funds and passports.
Slim gave a blowjob to a Vichy officer in an alley behind the Zombie while
Segon, Boula, and Manman harmonized hypnotic rhythm, got thirty bucks and a
bottle of wine, leveled with Steve and Harry’s bitterness evaporated with a whistle,
but Harry didn’t die but became a savior.
Sometimes money makes you make the right decision. First plan was to make
it to Port-au-Prince Haiti, that is until the gendarmes took their money. The right
decision came when members of the Free French Maquis hired Harry to do the right
thing pick up partisans Paul du Bersac and glamorous wife Helene clandestinely,
then rescue him from a bullet wound so the pair and a few of their comrades could
go on a rescue mission from Devil’s Island.
In gratitude and partly to unburden herself of her jewelry Helene du Bersac
entrusted them to Harry, then after getting the drop on the Vichy gendarmerie made
their getaway, Steve, Slim, Eddy, M. and Mme du Bersac and a couple of others
aboard the Queen Conch, found a British frigate just beyond the French warships in
the Fort du France harbor and deposited the partisans so they could continue their
mission. Then Slim, Steve and Eddy sprinted to Port-au-Prince to cool their heels
before heading to Havana, and that strong safe at the Finca Vigia to stash Helene Du
Bersac’s jewelry and head happily ever after into 1947.

Scene 3 – Junkies and the Nightmare
I, Efrem Léchage, was there, in the far reaches of the other side of the room. She
never let go of the big spliff, drawing on it at least once as Raul pawed her pulling
up bunches of her dress with thick crinolines underneath. She’d do anything to take
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turns while Calixto unsnapped her garters from her stockings. Her father had
showed her well how to take care of a sugar daddy. Slow and slower is the way to
make it melt.
Around noon Rosetta had got dressed get ready. A touch of rouge made her
cheeks look sunk on her thin face. Lipstick on her thin lips gonna leave her mark on
Calixto’s dick bright red. Climb into this dress gotta spread it out before you. Got
crinolines stiffening with layers of lace net. Rayon mixed with cotton all slick and
shiny ought t'catch their eye. Got this nice white embroidery tastefully sewn into
wide lapels. The white buttons down the front make it look like a vest two piece.
Skirt slick and shiny diagonal rays criss cross. Rosetta apply at her buffet good thick
make over her eyebrows it the fashion with cat's eye glasses frames. Three guys got
electrical tape on their faces waiting.
The boys wear clean boxer underwear. I wear them under my trousers.
Another wears a bathrobe. Raul's the other the third. Call me Guido for the time
bein'. Don't matter. Three of us hang out in white strap undershirts. Calixto was a
wise ass originally from the slums of Havana. His old man bummed out and
disappeared during the final days of the Machado regime. His mother found a small
tin shack where she and Calixto lived. He was a strapping young man in his white
strap undershirt doing odd jobs to bring in bread to make ends meet while his
mother sometimes lured sailors into alleys for blow jobs. Always enterprising,
Calixto began pulling jobs of greater specialty, making plans for all the two-bit
hoods who couldn’t think for themselves. Innovation’s the best cure for the same old
song, he’d always say. Always looking for a market for contraband not yet the fad of
legit operations, Calixto tried pushing
goof balls, speedballs, pimping with his
big schlong his best asset until he got
the bright idea of going into cinema.
Actors were not as hard to find as the
snatch to dipsy doodle. Plenty of studs,
sex fiends and wannabee braggarts
could be found down on the mean
streets of Havana, but willing snatch
had to be hungry. Some could be
bought, but buying was beneath the
dignity of a respectable retired pimp.
He’d just have to find some hungry
snatch and that’s when he found
Rosetta Flores, who all the jive guys
called Mary Jane. She’d sing a song, do
a flip or trip the light fantastic to get her
head filled with as much smoke as she
could inhale. The rumor was that she could go all night if you and Benny could keep
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her smoked up the whole time chasing that high.
In the movie, Calixto lit up the room with himself and his lengthening
member slapping it raw against Rosetta’s naked hip saying in cinematic pantomime,
see I’m gonna stick this into that which he did. She giggled and soon after rewinding
the camera she was led into the next scene. It was into the next room in a brief
serious pause that the photo I had was taken.
I remember that day. I lurked in the shadow in that back room. Calixto had
bought the Rolli newsreel camera that was redeemed from some sucker who hocked
it, planning to hold onto it just long enough to shoot the film he’d bought surplus,
some high contrast made for newsreels. Calixto had already made a deal with some
hoodlums to develop it and spread some prints around to make a buck or two. Raul
and Calixto were ready to fuck as long as they wore masks and electrical tape under
their noses and down the sides of their ears. I decided to wear a pair of those big
nose Groucho glasses with the brush mustache for comic affect. Raul planned to
watch the action and keep a cool head.
Rosetta, who remained docile as long as she had reefer to smoke, was
handled jocularly by the two. Calixto watched in his underwear beneath an open
bathrobe. I, the invisible camera man stood right in front and remained clothed in
khaki pants, a white unpressed dressed shirt, hair slicked back with Vitalis and
smelling strong of male perspiration. I fell into secret love with Rosetta Flores and
she was in secret love with me. Neither knew the other’s feelings. I saw the reason
she finally relented to be the star, in spite of the promise of plenty of smoke.
Where hipbone Rosetta wear thick embroidery under all that this event
splayed by Calixto take over. Can almost see her nest all black with hair through
them. Sproing! Calixto take over. Up go the nice dress. Slide up the slip with it. Pop
the bra shiny three panel pointy A cup with three fingers. It's Raul who feel her
thigh each clasp holding up her stockings. Rosetta holdin' onto that smoke the whole
time.
So sproing Calixto take over hard on eight inches of it make Rosetta giggle
delight. It's a biggun’ in her eyes. Takes up the whole screen.
The whole time Rosetta don't take her shoes off that how much of hurry she’s
in. Mid high heel pumps with straps once twice around some flashy pains in the ass.
Stockings light feathery float around her calves.
I'm Efrem. I wear shades. I watch because what is watched is what is. Three
good guys and all will fall into my space. Still 3 if you include Rosetta Flores. I
become exclusive. To her and from her. She the reason for this display. She got the
image.
A short shelf on a blank wall behind them. Fake flowers in small clear glass
vases. A painted gourd hangs still in the air waiting to savor each breath. The gourd
has my sign upon it. Rosetta gonna grab me by my big ears. With each breath
drawing a different vowel in her I would have her sing. In duet I be where Raul and
Calixto'd been. All in same time which is no time at all. All this to see Rosetta there
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too. Breathing in a vowel we hear in her. All because I speak in rhythm. All vowels
run through her each coming from a different sound from some place so deep within
her she get carried away in all directions at once. This me Efrem get. Still in the air.
Still in the sky. Right where Raul come. Right where Calixto come. Is what I see and
catch my breath.
After an afternoon in that room with those three boys she creaked home still
aching in her pelvis, her mouth still feeling the fit of them all. She felt like she had
gone swimming, still wet in odd places. There was a body out there she wished
would never be found. Somewhere caught in motion were her nylons floating down
by her ankles as she was being pummeled in light flickering on darkened afternoons.
Somewhere that body is still out there and all she has to do is tell no one.

Scene 4 – Mme Helene du Bursac’s Jewels
Calixto, just out of prison in 1947, and Raul got a tip that Helene du Bersac’s jewelry
was hidden in the apartment of one Dulcita Fuentes, an office girl in the employ of
the Shannon Hotel. Harry had changed his name to Slate Shannon and Slim took the
name of Sailor Duvall and became operators of a hotel and charter boat outfit in
Havana.
Rumors abounded the du Bersac’s jewels were socked away in Ernesto’s safe
at the Finca Vigia, or either in Dulcita’s apartment. You know how prison talk can
get wild and goofy, sometimes leading to Cold Blood. Dulcita’s apartment would be
the easiest caper to pull off. So Calixto and Raul, like two bumbling fools got fixed
up with plaid masks, Raul wearing big rubbery ears under a gangster fedora with
Calixto in a thug’s cap fresh lit cigarette
stuck in the corner of his mouth, broke
into Dulcita’s apartment.
Dulcita was still at work. The
afternoon was long but the apartment
was cool in the still empty shade. The
double french doors were unlocked. I,
Efrem Léchage, with my Rolli newsreel
camera, extra film, and a flood lamp on
a tripod filmed the entire caper. On the
other side of the single cot with Mezlito
made bedspread they begin rifling
through the drawers and cabinet table.
Calixto takes a swig of her hooch. Raul
pockets a pair of her panties. They look
everywhere, behind the wall clock,
under the mattress when they hear footsteps outside. They hide in the next room.
Dulcita enters fresh from work. Calixto and Raul bolt from the next room, and they
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tie her and untie her to the chair that’s next to the cot and under her skirt they move
her legs around hiked enough to get a glimpse her panties with tiny checkers
pattern.
Calixto got a pistol made of licorice threaten to bring it down on her head if
she don’t cooperate. They look down her blouse maybe she’s wearing some of
Helene du Bersac’s jewels but none there only her breasts. No jewels there so they
decide instead to get some.
Dulcita’s expression is a mix of fear and dull resignation seeing what’s
coming.
“Where’re the jewels?” Calixto demands waving the licorice pistol in her face.
I’ll fix you he thinks as he removes his trousers over his shoes after handing the
licorice pistol over to Raul so he can untie her. Well endowed swinging it only in Tshirt and shoes with cleats tap out a chaos of shuffling while he removes her skirt
and blouse leaving a half slip and brassiere shiny white as snow and shimmering
frail against the flood lamp. Raul hungry now bites off the barrel of the pistol and
while Dulcita struggles under Calixto’s strong arms Raul pulls off her panties,
examines the folds of her vulva, then dives into the tastes of anise and labia.
Calixto on one side puts his cock in her face.
“Tell me where the jewels are,” he demands. She turns her head away
impervious to Raul’s inaudible inquiry between her thighs. She’s unmoved so
Calixto moves to the other side and demands she open her mouth. She does just to
shut him up.
The two fall into frenzied amnesia of anticipation after she is naked except for
her shoes.
Her shoes strap across the ankles, heels enough to turn a calf alluringly,
working man’s shoes cleats flimsy strap undershirt, they keep their hats, ears and
masks on in flurry of anxious action. But Dulcita is naked except for her shoes. She’s
confused and apprehensive. She will have to submit to me, Efrem Léchage, the
director who conducts the action.
Once they’re spent the action stops and she’ll be free to get dressed, their
smell of cheap cologne after shave sticking in her nostrils, the mucus of their
ejaculations left lingering. She will have had them. They may wipe themselves
splash on more cologne aftershave but she will have them in her on her.
She didn’t tell Sailor at work the next day after the bag blew up on the
outskirts but she and Shannon weren’t rattled even though it could’ve been one or
both of ‘em, but a jailbird got his revenge.
That night a guest turned sour and ended up dead. Shannon had been the last
one to see him alive. True believers keep showing up. Life in Havana runs blood hot.
Dulcita keeps the books to keep from cleaning toilets. She is not marred by hard life.
Her skin is still smooth and fresh even though worked over by Calixto and Raul.
Calixto and Raul are planning more capers this time take me along watch
waitin’ this time to throw in with Prohibition refugee mob boss Gianni Rocco from
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Milwaukee crank out some counterfeit C-notes to sting some stateside chumps while
making a haul up in Key Largo at the Hotel Largo.

Scene 5 – Honeymoon
Frank and Norah McCloud had just got off the train at the Wilmington train station.
They are on a honeymoon trip to New York City. Along the way from Nora's home
in Florida where they had got married, they departed the train at several locations to
see the sights. Among those have been Savannah, Washington D.C., and
Wilmington, Delaware. Nora's father-in-law, James Temple, came from a long line of
hotel owners, so they decided to visit hotels her father-in-law had told her about to
wile away the time during the war when her husband had been overseas. One of
those hotels had been the Terminal Hotel in Wilmington, which was conveniently
across the street from the Wilmington train station.
Frank McCloud was a World War II veteran. Before the war he had been a
newspaper reporter. He had served as a major in the army during the Italian
campaign. One of the men in his unit, George Temple, had been killed during the
battle of Cassino. Frank had promised George that if he didn't survive his wounds
he would pay a visit to his wife and father-in-law at their home in Florida.
Frank McCloud's trip to Florida after the war proved eventful. While there,
just as the tourist season had ended, a group of mob figures headed by Gianni Rocco
showed up and commandeered the hotel. They had arrived by boat from Cuba with
a stash of counterfeit money they planned to sell to some underworld figures from
Miami. Next a major hurricane rolled in.
After waiting for an opportunity to get the drop on Rocco, Frank could make
his move. Gianni appreciated a good hot bath while smoking his best Cuban
panatela, the ashes falling in the sudsy water. He was surrounded by his goons. It
wasn't 'til it was time to go after the hurricane subsided, that Frank could make his
move. With the help of gangster moll, former singer and ex-chorus girl Gaye Dawn,
who slipped Frank a pistol, he could get the drop on each of the gangsters where
Norah and Mr. Temple were out of danger. It would be a story Nora would tell 'til
her dying day because the incident would lead to their getting married.
After their honeymoon they returned to run the hotel because George Temple
had bequeathed it to Norah unconditionally. James was infirm and getting older.
They had many happy times through the remainder of the 1940s and the early years
of the 50s. They had had a son, but new crises had hit all at once in the mid 50s.
Norah's husband and father-in-law died within a year of one another. Frank
had terminal cancer. After James Temple died of a heart attack, Norah became sole
owner of the hotel. Norah, still a young woman with a son to raise, hung onto the
hotel with an enterprising local Seminole named Jay until 1968 when he died. That
same year, her son was old enough to leave home to roam among the guests and the
gangsters in Miami, and even though he made a lot of money, Norah was still
dismayed and worried over her son's choices.
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With her son gone and her business partner dead, Norah decided to sell the
hotel. The hotel was still turning a dollar, so it was a good sale. Afterwards, Norah
retired to Key West, bought a nice but modest house, and became a parrot head.
Every now and then her son would visit. He'd become a "businessman." He'd bring
his buddies from Miami, mostly rough trade. Thugs, Norah would think. They
reminded her of Gianni Rocco.
Norah was not surprised to learn about her son's sudden demise in a room in
the Terminal Hotel in the late 1970s. It had become a dive where dirty deals went
down. One of those deals had cost her son's life.
These are the stories Norah's still repeats, sipping her Piña Colada under a
broad fringed umbrella, in the cafés of Key West. An aura of Hemingway hangs in
the air. She is famous but keeps her distance. She only loosens up when Jimmy
Buffett holds a concert. She still knows how to sway those hips.

Juanita, half Anglo half Cherokee was only four years old in dirt poor Edna Texas when
Harry plying his trade in the Caribbean fresh with memory of Spanish Civil War. Her
father drafted during the World War left wife to fend for a living and left Juanita in the
clutches of good ol’ boys who passed her around at poker games and raped her behind gas
stations. Around the time Frank and Norah were on their honeymoon Juanita made a
break for it to Dallas, grown up too fast, and fucked with abandon by savvy gents who
taught her how to hustle. She learned how to survive on her own and lost herself in
dance.

Scene 6 – Juanita & Smart Aleck
Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassidy passed by in a hot car steaming inside can’t go
fast enough to catch a breeze. Alec Crockett and Juanita Dale alone poolside, and
you of course. I’m invisible. A motel pool along a highway hedged against the
traffic on a hot blaring afternoon just outside Dallas. A Packard rolls by. Cars
parked their chrome cooling against summer heat. Alec is all clean from
swimming. Juanita Dale is in a one-piece swimsuit gonna sit this one out high
and dry.
Alec, a playful sort, splashes water on Juanita Dale who’s charmed by his
invites. Action cuts to one of those motel rooms. On a canvasback divan with
leaves and flowers in white on a green background, even in black & white, Alec
sweet talks.
I put a different lens on the camera. After a drink he mixes for her she
really loosens up. He advances with kisses exercises with tongue; alfalfa kisses as
he pulls the string straps of her suit off her bare shoulder. A baby pure breast
ample and supple falls into his bare grasp.
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Juanita Dale flushed with a teenager’s hormones is dueling soft with eager
tongue into timelessness. I disappear completely. In film time a third of a reel is
exposed to lust. I no time I’m awakened and must use the camera for editing fast
action of just the two of ‘em. Alec is pounding her mercilessly between bouts of
her riding him with abandon. I grind it out ‘til the end of the reel. Time to change
reels when she refuses to blow him. I pull a fade-out while she is on the phone,
her thumb on the bar in the cradle. Then in a flash is the knock at the door in a
burst of light. It’s Betty coming out of the closet. She’s the only one with clothes
on.
While she undresses I put a new reel in the camera getting ready to
disappear again and be the eyes from the future.
Alec was smart tryin’ to get her to blow him, ‘twas almost no longer a
movie but I cranked on. Alec was spent but I had a whole reel left and Betty
saved the day doin’ what Neal and Jack were doin’ in the air conditioning
somewhere. Betty even managed to get Alec still again when Juanita Dale had
nothing more to do except to catch my eye on the other side of the lens, and Betty
was about to turn and put her hip over his head, her vulva searching for his
mouth and tongue. Juanita saw the symmetry made by me suddenly visible and
leaped to break that up. Juanita rode his head for nearly the remainder of the
reel. Besides, Alec was spent wore out. Juanita and Betty made sure of that.
After making the Smart Alec movie, and realizing it’s success, Efrem Léchage and Alec
Crockett decided to enroll in the film school at the Institutio Allende down in San Miguel
de Allende in Mexico. Crockett thinking about his role as an actor decided to sharpen his
chops, and Léchage to study cinematography and screenwriting. The Institutio Allende
also had a reputation for being a fast track to Hollywood. They partied with Neal Cassidy
and some grunts from the Hollywood industry, got the names of some insiders, who to
know and who to blow, and got on the crew for some flicks on the steamy side, and
worked their way up. Teamwork all the way, and before too long they made their first
feature.
Juanita Dale stayed in Dallas, got a job dancing exotic at a couple clubs
downtown, made some film loops dancing and showing off, settling at Jack Ruby’s
Colony Club dancing for the wranglers in beef and oil, and out-of-gents, even on the day
Jack Ruby put a slug in Lee Harvey Oswald, and played his role in changing history.
Can’t let that squealer change history on us, gotta be shut up.
After that Juanita took off for Hollywood B movie land, changed her name to Nita
Dale, and took on minor roles as a younger sister to Ann Savage.
Efrem Léchage hung out in Mexico before heading up to Hollywood. Made trips
down to Mexico City, spent time with Esperanza Villanueva on the nod in perpetual
siesta dreaming of Jack Kerouac. Bill Burroughs was runnin’ after Lew Marker haunted
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by the fresh ghost of Joan Vollmer before escaping into the jungles of South America and
the ayahuascan spirits who he hoped would free him. Efrem got a job on the set of Luis
Buñuel’s Los Olvidados and Jóvenes y Rebeldes with Bill Haley and His Comets. Nobody
saw him. Made it to Hollywood finally after passing through San Miguel de Allende one
more time the day Neal Cassady finally caught up with himself on the railroad tracks
outside of town. The blue movies were now being shot in color, and he made spare change
on his back with failed starlets sitting on his face. Didn’t matter, he no longer had one,
that is until he got back into the swing of things finally hooking up with Alec Crockett
and Juanita Dale.

Scene 7 – The Cleansing
The reviews were in and they were glowing. My first feature after Alec and I
made that long trek through Mexico to Hollywood, palms and scrub cacti and
the making of a Texicali romance and adventure in mid America idyllic as apple
pie.
The movie starts ideal. There’s that beautiful wall sparking at the top
whenever a body tries to cross, electrified, freshly painted festive colors, tidy
around its deep foundation, a triumph of Trump ingenuity. Alec Crockett works
as an agent maintaining it, always brought a salacious story home to wife Juanita
who just found out she was pregnant with her first. She’s got the nursery all
ready and pink convinced it’s a girl.
The check from Mexico was on its way. Trump’d been reelected. Obama
was cooling his heels in a spare apartment in Nairobi. That ring of Satanist
pedophiles were in the penitentiary, Hillary in an orange jumpsuit with them.
She’d been lucky. Some of her closest associates had been executed. The biggest
industry was removing the nanoprobes from the bloodstream. New concepts of
genetic engineering were viewed with skepticism, but it might be the only way
out. These were the kinds of conversations Nita Dale and Alec had at the dinner
table.
Nita was giddy over the little girl she was about to have, and Alec was
getting briefed on a dangerous new mission to the northeast, among the last
bastions of perverts and communists.
The new rule was to let every group have its place in the New
Confederacy, just stay out of our hair. The cities can have their communists, and
the suburbs their perverts, but not in each other’s back yards. It’d been a given
that people from different backgrounds wanted to be with their own kind.
Everybody’s got a gun and that keeps the peace or else a heap of corpses.
Alec is sent to Connecticut. His mission is to prevent a false flag operation
being planned by communists to make people afraid of guns. Nothing to be
afraid of if everyone’s got one.
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The scene shifts to Connecticut. Just the right kind of shenanigans going
on in the bedrooms, whips, chains, kiddies, all of it hygienic squeaky neat well
coifed and manicured on the outside. Perfect place for a grand hoax.
Some children paid well, guided by midgets. When the tomato sauce pops
out of your shirts, blouses, pants and dresses, go limp! It’s great fun but don’t
grin or giggle. This is serious stuff.
Some of the children had already been fucked into submission, knew
exactly how to act. Many of the adult actors were nearly drooling at the prospect
of exploding torn flesh.
The punk was prepared. Given a big gun ammo belt, vest and armor. The
place: Sandy Hook. It was easy pickin’s. With most of the perverts and
communists in the penitentiaries, or blown into dust, the remainder were bench
players and minimum wage workers.
Alec Crockett busted in, everyone of the squad with a fanciful swastika
variant design over rays of a rising sun. His cohorts had big guns and a
psychopathic veneer, but it all added up to a lot of slam bang action scenes to eat
up quality screen time.
Meanwhile back on the home front Nita Dale’s pregnancy was in trouble.
Worrying about Alec had stirred the pot. She was definitely showing and the
guys were staying away. There were strange kicks and somersaults it seemed.
That rambunctious kid would tumble out if it didn’t get tied up in its umbilical
cord. Strange pains ensued and she discussed abortion with her little sister, but it
was rejected as vehemently as one could using as tactful and nice language as
one could on film. The abomination of abortion was why the prohibition of it
was so strictly enforced.
The communists and perverts were rounded up, the last of ‘em. Now we
could have a peaceful world, everything and everyone in their proper place. One
big gun tottin’ family.
Back on the home front, Alec Crockett found Nita in bed groaning and
bleeding just a little. Home wasn’t as welcoming as it was challenging. Alec and
Nita drove the 50 miles to the nearest first-class hospital.
The folksy old whiskered Doc took his time and came out to declare to
Alec and some of his cohorts who’d came to party with him that he was faced
with a choice. He could save the life of the baby or the mother but not both.
Cut to the final scene: all the same guys who’d been at the hospital, along
with some wives or otherwise main squeezes, and some crashers, all were
whoopin’ and celebrating the birth of a little red-faced baby boy with a big shock
of hair, but no Nita Dale.
The Cleansing played as a double feature with the 1978 release of I Spit On
Your Grave, or Detour with Ann Savage.
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In the fictional life of the film, Alec marries Virginia Bell and they live
happily ever after. In the real world, I’m gonna take a well-deserved vacation
with Juanita Dale in Palm Springs.

Elby Rogers
BUZZARD
Moments later, the scene almost feels real
You are not afraid to pinch yourself
You find the word, “urinate,” in a book
Wonder of wonders, wonder has returned
But you’re leaving too many books unread
That word, “unread,” sounds too much like “undead”
Nevertheless, you follow the buzzard
First circling north, then circling south
Those monstrous faces came first, then the night
Scooped you up like a bloody bird of prey
It’s true, those monsters could hide in plain sight
Unexplainable lumps on the body
Are more frightening than so-called scratches
Yes, the scene is as real as you want it to be
The movement of the soul out of this realm
Is so very awkward still, like love
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